
Procurement  Team Leader  –  SSC     
ES-14272

We are looking for a Procurement Team Lead to one of our Service Center partners to
the Budapest location. The company is a world-class engineering
company providing high quality solutions in air and gas handling products and
services to the power, oil & gas, mining and petrochemical industries.  

Responsibilities:

Be the driver of the Procurement team to work based on standard processes
effectively
Encourage the team during the journey of company’s strategical work and
support them in the different project
Create an environment where the standardisation and optimisation is treated as
great chance for learning and professional development
Be the driver of any initiatives coming from the team members or different
stakeholders
Ensure the procurement processes have the required controls that are compliant
with SOX, other regulatory and company policies requirements and maintain the
controlled environment
Keep the agreed KPIs, targets and challenge the team or the business units to
deliver on time
Oversee day-to-day procurement activities

Requirements:

Fluent English knowledge is required, any additional European language is a
plus
Strong communication and interpersonal skills, able to engage a team to develop
High level of drive within high-pressure environment.



Ability to work independently, results driven, demonstrating tenacity
Has to have experience in Procurement for at least 5 years in an SSC
environment, with 2 years of people leadership
Engineering background / experience is beneficial
Experience in Microsoft Dynamics AX or D365 or SAP is an advantage

The company provides:

A truly end-to-end responsibility and accountability in a global presence
Various career opportunites and freedom at work
Competitive base salary with cafeteria
Paid trainings (including Workday Learning), extra holidays
Flexibility and frequent home office options (3 days HO /week)
A great team culture – professionalism combined with a good sense of humour
A brand new office at the heart of the city @ Corvin Promenade


